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I am as delighted to be here today as I am sorry it is necessary for

any of us to be here at all. For one of the first things to be said aboIrt

holding a conference on higher education for Negroes in America is that

there should be no need to hold such a meeting.

Nearly two centuries after the Declaration of Independence. a century

or so after the Civil War and the passage of the 13th, 14th, and 15th

amendments to the Constitution, we aught to have progressed beyond the

point where we have to think of Negro Americans as P separate and distinct

group requiring special adjustments in higher education--and indeed in all

levels of education and in other aspects of our national life as well.

The Civil War may have marked the end of involuntary servitude in

America, but we are a long way from ending the involuntary segregation

and second class citizenship that succeeded it. Perhaps lye can take some

encouragement from the actions of the Congress and the courts during the

past 15 years, and from efforts to build on those actions, but any such

r%P encouragement must be tempered by a realistic assessment of our failure

(01°.

gd`
to use these new instrumems it public policy to their full effect.

Indeed, we must admit taat some of the hope and optimism and

dedication of the civil rights movement has turned to bitterness and

frustration and that we confront new forms of separatist ideology along

*Before the United Negro College Fund Conference on Higher Education,

with elements of extremism which advocate violence rather than orderly
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change. We cannot speak of higher education for the Negro American without

taking account of these developments. Nor can we speak of it without first

looking at the earlier levels of education that have so much to say about

who gets a higher education.

It is true today, as it was ten or twenty years ago, that the

elementary and secondary education made available to Negroes is utterly

inadequate, but we ear point to one element of progress. No longer is

this condition considered inmutable. Ten or twenty years ago, many

Americans felt free to say about Negro and other disadvantaged youngsters

that they had been offered their chance for an education--that the school

doors had been open to them--but tnat they had stubbornly refUsed to

learn. And then, with an approximation of a clear conscience, these

members of the white majority consigned their black-skinned fellow

citizens to the lower levels of social and economic life that have been

their traditional inheritance in America.

But today, if nothing else, the Nation's conscience is far from

clear about the self-defeating, segregated, second-rate elementary and

secondary schooling that has been the lot of Negro Americans and members

of other minority groups--including a good number of poor whites. We

continue to offer inferior education to those who most need excellent

education--the neediest and least powerful and the most oppressed. The

difference, the necessary difference if change is to occur, is that this

inequity has begun to bother us so much that we find it hard to live with

ourselves.



All across the country today there are people of good will--

professional educators and interested laymen alikewho are doing their

level best to move the schools into being places where every child, what-

ever his race or the economic condition of his family, can discover and

develop his abilities and his interests and use these as his passport

to success in our society. In a few years time, Ile have managed to

make a 180-degyee turn in mr att.,tuel. toward education: where we

used to assume that it was the child who failed in school, we now re-

cognize that it is the school that fails the child.

To be sure, this change in attitude is not universal. It is

nevertheless widespread among those that I would characterize as the

leaders in the education community, and it is becoming pervasive as well

in the local communities that the schools serve.

This new perspective, this new determination that no one will be

excluded from learning, has without question been largely stimulated by

the President who will soon leave the White House, with the strong

support of his Cabinet and of the Congress. Never in the Nation's his-

tory has the Federal Government done so much to improve the schools as

it has during the past four years.

But we have only begun. There is no more significant question re-

lated to education facing the new Administration about to enter Washington

than the question of whether it will continue or whether tt will dilute

the Federal effort to focus available funds on the problems of the poor

and the discriminated against.
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We cannot afford to lose the momentum it has taken us so long to

build up. The new Federal education programs that we have recently under-

taken--large as they may seem--are really little more than pilot projects

when you look at them in terms of the vast educational needs that must be

met. We are a long way, still, from knowing for certain exactly what

we ought to do to offer quality education to the poor--and a longer way

from doing it.

But we do know that we need to reach children younger; that we need

to reinforce the purposes of the school by enlisting home and community

as its allies rather than alienating them; that we need to train new

teachers differently and retrain many now on the job; that we need to

reduce racial isolation in our schools; and that we need to do all these

things at once in schools which are underfinanced, overcrowded, and

seething with discontent.

It will take a long time to do these things, even with full funding

of existing programs at the Federal level. Without that funding, it will

take even longer--assuming that the people directly affected will give

us any more time while they continue to bear the burdens of second-

class citizenship.

ln the long run, it is this effort to strengthen the educational

opportunities offered in the elementary and secondary schools that will

do most to remove the obstacles that stand between the Negro and quality

higher education. But as John Maynard Keynes liked to say, in the long

run we're all dead. P.Id we face, here and now, the problem of making

education beyond the high school :Possible for the thousands upon thousands



of young people who have been short-changed by school and society in their

earlier years. We face the challenge of altering cur system of higher

education so that it can effectively accomodate those whose earlier edu-

cation has been inferior, mainly because they were so unwise as to have

been born poor, or biack cr Spanish speaking.

Americans must begin by recognizing that higher education in America

today is still predominantly a white, upper class enterprise. The alldren

of lower income parents, regardless of their school achievement levels,

are much less likely to enter college and much more likely to drop out

than their more affluent contemporaries. Take, for example, the top

20 percent of our high school graduates--as measured by various standard

achievement tests. Of these, eight out of ten youngsters whose families

are in the highest socioeconomic quartile enter college in the year

after high sdhool. But only four out of ten students with the same

ability and performance but in the lowest socioeconomic quartile enter

college immediately after high school.

in short, among high school graduates of approximately the same

achievement levels, the affluent are more than twice as likely to move

right into college as their indigent peers. Since such a large percentage

of Negroes are poor, it is no mystery why in 1967, for Pxample, Negro

college students accounted for only six percent of our total college

population, although almost twelve percent of our national population

was Negro.

Recent studies and surveys have also made us aware that--despite

all the difficulties--a lot more Negroes want to go to college than many



may have imagined. Surveys reveal, for example, that low-income Negroes

have a greater desire to enter college than low-income whites. They

reveal also that among high school deniors, a higher percentage of

nonwhites than whites plan to enter college. Clearly the Negro sees and

seeks the opportunity which lies in higher education.

Despite all the talk about apathy and lack of interestdespite the

deeply discouraging experience of twelve years of inadequate schooling--

the statistics and surveys demonstrate that the desire to take advantage

of higher education, to make something of himself, is extremely strong in

Negro youth. Unfortunately they also show that his desire is often

thwartedbecause he is poor, or because he is poorly izepared, or

because he is black, or for all these reasons and a few more besides.

The time has come in this country to do two things: First, to

guarantee that every student with the ability to pursue a higher education

has the resources and the opportunity to do s, no matter what his race,

his income, or his place of residence. Second, we must go beyond this

basic guarantee to find mays of offering quality higher education to those

who, because of race, income, residence and the like, do not receive the

academic preparation ordinarily required for the pursuit of higher education.

This means, among other things, that we must redefine what we mean

by "quality" and "standards" on the one hand and by "ability" on the other.

We are going to have to atop equating quality and standards solely with

the idea of rigidly imposed requirements that it is up to the individual

to meet. We mast include in the definition of these terms the capacity

of the institution to produce change and progress in the individnal. We are
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go...ng to have to stop equating "ability" simply with performance as

measured at a given moment and expand the meaning of that word to include

some concept of potential related to motivation, to past deprivation, and

to the possibility of rapid change in individual performance through

special and intensive assistance.

"Quality," I would suggest, must come more and more to measure the

ability of our colleges and universities to offer genuine learning

experiences to different kinds of students--including the disadvantaged.

And "ability° mist, I think, be interpreted in terms that reflect an

understanding of the fact that evidence of poor preparation does not

necessarily mean innate incapacity. Just as we are beginning to learn

that education can never really begin tco early, we are learning that

it can begin a lot later than we used to think.

What, then, are we doing--and what more can we do--to meet the

needs of the disadvantaged, of the Negro in particular, for superior

higher education?

I hope you will permit me the liberty of same oversimplification

in describing higher education for Negroes in terms of three distinct

kinds of institutions that serve them in varying degrees.

First, there are the predominantly Negro colleges, same 111 of them,

of which 76 are accredited, mostly in the South, enrolling more than half

of the Negro College students in America and producing a large majority

of the bachelor's degrees awarded to Negroes. Second, there are the

predoainantly white colleges and universities, many of whichparticularly

those in the Northare belatedly trying to do better in meeting the special
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neetls of minority groups by adm:t"..ng more of their number and by develu:Ing

programs to sesrve them. And th!:1, there are the junior and community

colleges, whicb have experienree the most rapid growth among institutionc

of higher education. I would like 43 examine each of these categories

sepe-ately.

The predominantly Negro college has been the subject of searching--

and sometimes searing--scrutiny in recent years. I won't dwell at length

an the issues and arguments that have been advanced 0'm-that period.

Many of you donbtless know them by heart. But I would like to touch upon

the two most persistent problems raised about the predominantly ftgro

college.

The first is that it is sg...egrated, and segregation is in theorY

at least an institution that aim to abolish in this country. The sad

but simple fact is, of course, that the predominantly Negro college is

needed today just as much, and for much the same reasons, as it was when

it originated in the latter nineteenth century. Today as in that earlier

time, its basic missiom is to meet the educational needs of young Negroes

whose inadequate early education, whose poverty, whose place of residence,

whose race, whose culture, all rendered them ineligible for the opportunities

available to more advantaged Americans. The Negro college ought not to

be predominantly Negro forever. But today', as one hundred years ago, the

choice has been forced upon it, nce- freely made. Happily a few of these

colleges have struggled to a leve) of quality that makes them a Tart of

the mainstream of higher education and that will progressively dilute

their segregated characteristics.
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Secondly, there is the isn .? of whether all the existing Negro insti-

tutions should be Irept going. There are those who say that, while every

assistance ana enL,aragement s';ould be given to the strong Negro college-

and to those of the middle-range group that could become fLrst rate

enough help, tate a third ,c-tup of weaker and poorer colleges that

ouFht to be al1c-4,6 4o expire. If it were clear that we had more thsr

enough colleges to :Jo around, so that we could afford to lose a few here

and there, then I mprose we (-:.: Igrn. But simply 1, terms of fa(

let alone in term 0.° qualit have nor4here near enough higher eft

oppo:tunities F -1s-u and the tisai-antage!.

With the prosp2ct ths4- . the demfird ft-1- higher education and t.-

costs of providing i will y leaps snd bounds in the decades

immediately 9.111...d T '1i to we can affrrd to -71--nder even t.

mcst humble of our resources--nov we can follow any yther course but

husband and nourish every r-snurce at our disposal.

It seems to me tdhat we move ahead a lot farther a lot faster

by working with existing institutions than by throwing up our hands and

abantoning them to Cif-ir ovr, devices--and thereby almo-t surely abandoning

the students they serve. At the same tim we Ilrve to admit that thP 1 ast

stroLg of the Negro college:, sre providinA very ineffectivr education,

that their leadership has not been realistic in addressing their we.Nknesses,

and that they are having difficulty adjusting to tt.e new attituties and

values which have rapidly perveded Nerro youth in the 1960's.

Setting these needs and problems against each other I came up with

the following three recommendations:
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(1) Looking to the next ten or fifteen years, it i

necessary to keep alive a considerable number of the

struggling, predomirantly Negro colleges.

(2) Both public and private resources must be made available

to encourage the kiad of planning and change in these

institutions which will either lead to their improve-

mmnt and their joining the mainstream of higher education,

or to their absorption by other public or private systems

of education, or to their abandonment in favor of new

public institutions.

(3) The kinds of public institutions which must be rapidly

developed both in the 3outh and in the central cities

of the North to do the. job of starting the Negro on the

road to success in higher education shoull probably be

community colleges with very flexible programs which can

both emphasize remedial work and lead to transfer to

four year colleges.

If these directions are followed, major new resources will be re-

quired from the private sector, from the States, and from the Federal

government. But those resources should be so administered that they do

not perpetuate ineffective institutions over the long haul. ln other

words, we must face up to the problem of propping up second-rate education

for the Negro in order to make first-rate education as available to him

as it is to any other American citizen.
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Now I want to turn to the role of the solid center of higher education

in the United States, the existing predominantly white institutions.

Recently the Southern Education Report summarized the results of a survey

of the efforts of these institutions of higher education across the country

to meet the educational needs of the so-called "high risk" or genuinely

disadvantaged students. Of the 215 institutions
queried--about 13 percent

of all the Nation's four-year institutions--159 responded. Only a little

more than half of these--53 percent--had any measure of involvement in

programs for "high risk" students. The rest had no imvolvement at all.

No more than 20 had programs that could be considered comprehensive, and

no more than six or eight were dealing with student that could legitimately

be called "high risks."

Obviously we have a long way to go before we will have at our

predominantly white institutl.ons really effective and extensive programs

for those who have missed out on quality educaGion in the elementary and

secondary years.

The first step in any of these programs must, of course, be to admit--

indeed, to invite--the students they are designed to serve. And this

will require a rather wholesale overhaul of the admissions policies that

prevail at nany colleges and universities. lt will require that our

universities stop confusing admission standards with academic standards.

The second and equally important step is to give these students all

the support they need in terms of compensetory, remedial, counseling and

other programs to see them through the entire four--or, if need be, five
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orivensix--years of college. This is one area in which I should think

that some of the predominantly Negro colleges, with their experience and

expertise in working with the educationally deprived student, could be of

imnefize help to the predominantly white colleges that are only beginning

to ieal with him.

The Federal Government, as you know, already has in operation a

number of programs to help the student from a family of poverty to pay

for college--among them, the Educational Opportunity Grant and the College

Work-Study programs to provide financial aid and such recruitment and

incentive programs as Talent Search and Upward Bound. We need not only

to expand these programs but to tie them together much more closely, so

that we don't on the one hand encourage a lower-income student to enter

college and on the other tell him we're all out of the aid money he needs

to do it.

The Higher Education Amendments Act of 1968 created a new program

designed too help the educationally deprived student stay and succeed in

college once he enters. But while this new program is authorized, it is

not yet funded. This program, it seems to me, is essential to a

comprehensive Federal effolmt to encourage disadvantaged youngsters not

only to enter but to finish college. It deserves prompt and full funding

by the next Congress, and I commend it to the new Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare and the new Commissioner of Education, whoever they

may be. To which I would modestly add that one might reasonably expect

more of an impression to be made if you who are attending this meeting

press for such funds rather than relying on me to pass on the word.
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In addition to the institutional aid offered under the Developing

institutions section of the Higher Education Act, the new Networks for

Knowledge program--authorized under the Higher Education Amendments of

1968--offers scme very real opportunities for predominantly Negro colleges

to join with other higher education institutions in a variety of relation-

ships. I am aware that efforts to pair off poorer institutions with

prestige institutions have met with more than their share of problems.

But the fact that these relationships haven't worked ideally so far is no

reason why they cannot be made to work w1l in the future.

The benefits, it seems to me, can extend in both directitze,

I have alread7 mentioned the invaludble assistance our predominantly

Negro colleges could give their predominantly white counterparts in de-

veloping programs for disadvantaged or "high risk" students. Similarly,

it seems to me they could make available to other institutions such special

resources as their unique faculty and library competence in Afro-American

studies.

The time has got to come when blacks and whites in America cease

seeing each other in sterotyped terms, as I am afraid they still do,

and recognize their common humanity. And it seems to me that strong

mutual relationihips between predsminantly black and predominantly white

institutions of higher learning provide a good way to begin to build some

understanding based on reality. In this connection, I think that higher

&Jamaica institutions generally ought to recognize the black American's

feeling of pride in himself and his race, and to respond to that feeling



by appropriate programs of study. These studies should not be highly

romanticized versions of the black experience and the black contribu-

tion to America. They should instead look honestly at our past and pre-

sent and help us all to confront a history which many white Americans

find it more comfortable to ignore.

More than this, our universities must address themselves to the

entire field of race relations--in all its social, cultural, and psycho-

logical aspects--with the same intellectual rigor and responsibility they

bring to other fields. For most of their students, white and black, and

certainly for the society surrounding them, the race issue is one of the

most important facts of daily life. This issue can neither be ignored

nor treated irresponsibly.

Beyona tIle Federal Government and the higher education community

itself, there is much that our States can do to Improve equality of edu-

cational opportunity. It is difficult to generalize in speaking about the

States, because they differ so widely. Certainly it is reasonable to

suggest that all States need to re-examine their positioaz on how they

help poor people get the opportunity to participate in higher education.

They ought, for example, to have some comprehensive planning for community

colleges--as some States do. They ought to re-examine their levels of

'pending for higher education--eliminating disparities between the

support given to predominantly Negro colleges, or to colleges and insti-

tutions that in large part serve the disadvantaged, and the support given

to the State institutions that essentially serve the middle class.
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Some day it is likely to occur to the lower middle class and poor

people of this country that the tax structure of many of our States makes

the 1ess-we114o-do pay in large part for the post-secondary education of

the children of the rich. When that awakening takes place, the State

colleges and universities will be ia trouble unless they are moving to

serve all the people who support them, and not just some.

Finally, at every level of Government and within the higher education

community itself, we must adjust to the fact that about 55 percent of Negro

Americans live in our central cities--and that according to authoritative

estimates, their number and proportion will increase markedly daring the

period of 1970 to 1985. Higher education is not wepared to serve them

now and is making little visible progress toward being able to serve them

in the future. One major impediment, of course, is that the economics of

higher education in the central city are forbidding--land, construction,

teacher's salaries: everything costs more. Thus our community colleges,

which could provide essential services to help meet the educational needs

of the inner-city poor, tend to be located outside the central cities.

We have to start doing something about this dearth of post-secondarY

educational opportunities in ecise:i,r those places where the need is most

acute. The poor of the inner-city are by definition those least able to

move outside tbe narrow environs in which they are enclosed. I would like

to see our States start giving proportionately more money for community

colleges located within cities than for those in less congested areas. And

I would like to see more substantial Federal construction grants for higher

education institutions in the central city than outside it. I would like,

11
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in tact, to see a whole host of innovative and imaginative enterprises,

storefront and sidewalk and whatever other kind of post secondary arrange-

ment will serve the purposesupported as need be by Federal, State, and

iocal moneyto meet the education needs of the central city poar. An

Urban College Act could well command the attention of the next Administration.

The prescription I can give you in the time we have here is in no

sense a bill of particulars, but perhaps such a prescription would be usefUl

to this conference as a basis for preparing that kind of a doetssent:

**In higher education, as in elementary and secondary educatice,

we are going to have to reach out to people where they are and

as they are.

**At all levels of education, we are going to have to operate

more fully on the assumption that it is not the student who

fails in school but the school which fails the student.

**We are going to have to revise radical4 our notices of higher

education in this countryto rid it of insupportable elitist

assumptians whose principal effect is to reserve the hallowed

halls of higher education for the affluent, and to rule out

the black and the poor.

*irvie are going to ha ,e to open wide our college doors to black

and poor students who lack some of the ordinary credentials.

*-*We are going to have to institute special programs to help

compensate for years upon years of inferior edrly education.

**We are going to have to encourage more black students to

pursue graduate degrees, to enter professions that have
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always seemed closed to them (how many black architects

are there?) or those that don't seem worth the trouble

because they don't lead anywhere but back to the ghetto

(the number of black doctors, for example, is declining).

In short, we must use every resource we have to open up educational

opportunities for black Americans at the top while we make the slow,

difficult improvements that must come at the lower levels. Among the

resources we have is the good will and interest of private phllanthropy,

represented by the United ?two College Fund which has called us together

here. Private resources are a significant element in accomplishing the

difficult task, before us, They can make ("date and Federal efforts more

effective and more efficient. They mg preserve an important independent

element in the education of Negro Americans. For such reasons as these,

much more is needed from pri7ate sectcTs than is now forthcoming.

In cloLLng let me say that I de not know how long it will take white

and black Americans to be ready to live and learn together. It has already

taken far too long. In education, any further delay is both Terilous and

wasteful. Whether in kindergarten ar in college, educational opportunity

must become equal for black as well as white if this great Nation is to

remain strong and free.

# # #


